CHAPTER 2
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND
2.1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW
The Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PVWMA) has prepared the draft Revised Basin
Management Plan (Revised BMP) to address water resources management issues in the Pajaro
Valley. The purpose of the Revised BMP is to review and update the water supply planning
information presented in previous studies and to outline the water supply planning objectives and
a plan to meet these objectives clearly.1 Various well monitoring and data collection efforts,
including those of the U.S. Geological Survey, have provided input to the updated groundwater
model. Updated groundwater modeling runs have refined the agency’s understanding of existing
(baseline) conditions and focused efforts to develop specific feasible alternatives. The Revised
BMP formulates groundwater management objectives and recommends structural and
nonstructural elements to use the basin’s groundwater efficiently, economically, and equitably.
The Revised BMP evaluated numerous alternatives that included combinations of key elements,
including development of local surface water projects, water conservation, land retirement,
recycled water, supplemental surface water supplies, and seawater desalination.2 Two
alternatives from the draft Revised BMP have been selected for detailed evaluation in this EIR,
the BMP 2000 Alternative and Local-Only Alternative. Table 2.1 presents a comparison of the
BMP 2000 and Local-Only alternatives. Two variations of these alternatives, the Modified BMP
and Modified Local-Only alternatives, also have been included in this EIR and are described and
evaluated in Chapter 6 of this document.
PVWMA would implement three core elements under any alternative: water conservation, water
recycling, and development of additional surface water supplies (from within the basin or
imported Central Valley Project [CVP] water). There are several components of one or both of
the alternatives that have already been evaluated in the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
Local Water Supply and Distribution Environmental Impact Report (Local Projects EIR, certified
1999). These include the following:

!

1
2

Harkins Slough Project. This project has already been constructed and is a component of
both alternatives. Under the Local-Only Alternative, the facilities would be changed and
expanded. These potential changes are evaluated in this Revised BMP EIR.
The Revised BMP is currently in draft form and will be finalized following certification of the Revised BMP EIR.
Refer to Chapter 6 - Other Alternatives for a description of other alternatives considered in the Revised BMP
report.
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TABLE 2.1
COMPARISON OF LOCAL-ONLY AND BMP 2000 ALTERNATIVES
Parameter

Local-Only Alternative

BMP 2000 Alternative

Average Project Yielda

14,400 acre-feet per year (afy)

17,000 afy

Conservation Required

10,000 afy

5,000 afy

Project Elementsb

!
!

!

!

Recycled Water (approximately 7,700 afy)
Expanded College Lake with Corralitos Creek and Pinto
Lake diversion facilities, Watsonville Slough Diversion,
and Harkins Slough Diversion and Aquifer Storage and
Recovery Project (6,700 afy)c
Coastal Distribution System

!
!
!
!
!

Capital Cost of Facilitiese

$128 million

CVP Import Pipeline (10,300 afy) with Inland
Distribution System
Recycled Water (4,000 afy)
Harkins Slough (1,100 afy)
Murphy Crossing (1,600 afy)
Supplemental wells (for supply, reliability, and
peaking) (17 wells)d
Coastal Distribution System

$162 million

_________________________
a
b

c
d
e

Refer to Section 2.2.3, Ability of the Alternatives to Meet the Objectives of the Revised BMP, regarding the differences in average project yield and conservation associated
with the two alternatives. Does not include increase in groundwater sustainable yield.
The following project elements were evaluated in detail in the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Local Water Supply and Distribution Environmental Impact Report
and therefore are not evaluated in this EIR, except as the projects contribute to cumulative impacts: Harkins Slough, Murphy Crossing, Coastal Distribution System, and
Inland Distribution System.
Reflects an estimated 1,500 afy reduction in yield due to mitigation and facility limitations.
The number of wells required is a function of the reliability of the water supplies selected and is expected to range from two wells (for a strategy that assumes 100-percent
reliable surface water supplies) to 17 wells (for a strategy that assumes minimal surface water deliveries during drought years).
PVWMA is seeking federal funding pursuant to Title XVI for planning, design, and construction of water recycling facilities and facilities that would provide blend water.
These costs reflect a $20 million credit for Title XVI funding. PVWMA is also exploring cost-saving opportunities with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the potential
expansion of College Lake.

SOURCE: RMC Engineers, 2001; adapted by Environmental Science Associates.
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!

College Lake. This project has not been implemented and is not part of the BMP 2000
Alternative. The Local-Only Alternative includes an Expanded College Lake project that is
larger than that evaluated in the Local Projects EIR. Consequently, this Revised BMP EIR
re-evaluates this component.

!

Murphy Crossing/Inland Distribution System. These projects have not been implemented
and are part of the BMP 2000 Alternative. Both were already evaluated in the Local
Projects EIR.

!

Coastal Distribution System. This project is currently being implemented and is part of
both alternatives. The project was already evaluated in the Local Projects EIR.

2.1.2 PROJECT BACKGROUND
PAJARO VALLEY WATER MANAGEMENT AGENCY
In 1984, the PVWMA was formed and given the responsibility of managing groundwater
resources within the Pajaro Valley. Figure 2.1 indicates the boundaries of the PVWMA service
area. The geographic boundaries of the agency approximately correspond to the topographic and
hydrologic boundaries of the valley. The PVWMA service area encompasses approximately
79,600 acres of irrigated agricultural lands, native and nonirrigated lands in the hillside areas, the
City of Watsonville, and the unincorporated communities of Pajaro, Freedom, Corralitos, and
Aromas. The Pajaro Valley is home to over 80,000 residents, all of whom, to a great degree, rely
on the existing groundwater supply. Agriculture is the most significant economic industry in the
valley. High-value crops include strawberries, bush berries, apples, flowers, lettuce, artichokes,
and a variety of other vegetables.

PREVIOUS STUDIES
In 1975, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) indicated its intent to deliver CVP water
through the San Felipe Division to Santa Cruz and Monterey Counties to help solve seawater
intrusion problems, and committed 19,900 acre-feet per year (afy) of federal CVP water to the
Pajaro Valley, for which PVWMA holds an entitlement. Studies conducted by the Association of
Monterey Bay Area Governments (AMBAG) from 1978 through 1984 further evaluated
groundwater conditions, recharge areas, and other possible water supply solutions (AMBAG,
1978, 1983, and 1984).
The PVWMA’s 1993 BMP, developed in conjunction with Reclamation, identifies a preferred
water supply alternative for meeting supply needs. This preferred alternative called for bringing
out-of-basin CVP water through an import pipeline and enhancing use of local surface water
supplies as key water sources. The basin would be managed by decreasing pumping during wet
years and relying on banked groundwater in dry years. Other components of the 1993 BMP
include conservation programs, an irrigation distribution system, and, to the extent feasible, use
of local recycled water. A Programmatic Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) was developed
for the BMP, which addressed the water import and local water supply concepts (PVWMA,
1993).
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Figure 2.1

PVWMA Service Area
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PVWMA has initiated the first phase of the proposed water supply program, which includes
the construction of facilities to utilize local surface water supplies available from Harkins
Slough and the construction and operation of pipelines, pumping, treatment, and diversion
facilities for this supply. These projects, along with other local water supply projects listed at
the end of Section 2.1.1, were evaluated in the Local Projects EIR. PVWMA deferred
evaluation of an important part of its Revised BMP, the importation of surface water into the
valley and construction of an import pipeline, pending completion of the updated BMP (the
Revised BMP). The passage of Measure D in 1998 by voters within PVWMA, among other
things, prohibited the construction of an imported water pipeline and limited the maximum
PVWMA augmentation charge to $50 per acre-foot. Construction of an import pipeline prior to
2008 would require either a judicial decision on the validity of Measure D, or another election to
amend certain provisions in Measure D.
While preparing the Local Projects EIR, PVWMA sought and eventually obtained, on a willing
seller basis, an assignment of a portion of a CVP water supply contract from the Mercy Springs
Water District. Reclamation approved the agreement in 1999, making PVWMA a CVP
contractor. This assignment is for up to approximately 6,260 afy of water. Due to dry-year
cutbacks to CVP contractors, the assignment is likely to provide an average yield of 3,760 acrefeet per year, assuming an average yield of 60 percent. Previous deliveries of CVP water to
Mercy Springs ranged from 25 percent to 100 percent; consequently, the potential water supply is
expected to range up to 6,260 afy. PVWMA and Reclamation completed evaluation of the Mercy
Springs contract assignment pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in 1999.
In 2000, PVWMA initiated the update of the original 1993 Basin Management Plan: the Revised
BMP. As discussed in the preceding section, PVWMA has conducted extensive groundwater
modeling that has been used to quantify the extent, magnitude, and character of the overdraft
conditions since completion of the 1993 BMP. The draft Revised BMP builds on strategies
presented in the 1993 BMP. The four strategies presented in the draft Revised BMP (the BMP
2000 and Local-Only alternatives, and modified versions of both) are evaluated in this EIR. The
public has been encouraged to comment on the draft Revised BMP so that PVWMA can select a
preferred strategy that responds to the concerns and needs of its water users. PVWMA will hold
a series of public workshops and other outreach efforts with the objective of determining a
recommended alternative that will have wide community support. These activities will parallel
public review of this Draft EIR. Upon receipt of public input, the PVWMA Board of Directors
will identify a recommended alternative. Following this action, PVWMA will finalize and certify
the EIR and adopt a recommended alternative.
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2.2 NEED FOR THE PROJECT AND PROJECT OBJECTIVES
2.2.1 NEED FOR THE PROJECT
OVERDRAFT AND SEAWATER INTRUSION
The State Water Resources Control Board Bulletin 5 first documented the need to augment Pajaro
Valley water supplies in 1953. A 1964 Reclamation San Felipe Division feasibility study
confirmed water supply concerns, primarily overdraft and seawater intrusion problems in the
PVWMA service area along Monterey Bay. Overdraft occurs when the amount of groundwater
withdrawn from a basin exceeds the amount of fresh water replenishing the basin. In the Pajaro
Valley Basin, groundwater levels have declined as the groundwater pumping rate has exceeded
the rate of natural replenishment. These overdraft conditions result in increased pumping costs
and land subsidence, which in turn can cause building settlement and increased flooding.
In the coastal areas and throughout much of the basin, overdraft conditions have caused
groundwater levels to drop below sea level, creating a landward pressure gradient that causes
seawater to move inland, mixing with fresh groundwater. The density difference between
seawater and fresh water causes the fresh water to stratify above the seawater. As seawater
encroaches into the fresh groundwater basin, water quality degrades, limiting the usability of
groundwater for irrigation and domestic purposes, and the wells have to be abandoned. Seawater
intrusion creates a progressive increase in the concentrations of chloride, magnesium, and/or
other constituents in groundwater. Chloride is used as an indicative constituent for seawater
intrusion; increasing chloride concentrations in well water samples are an indication of seawater
intrusion. The average concentration of chloride in seawater is 19,000 milligrams per liter
(mg/L). Water is likely to result in increasing problems for agricultural irrigation when chloride
levels exceed 142 mg/L. Figure 2.2 presents estimated movement of seawater intrusion
(PVWMA, 2000b). The actual process of seawater intrusion is irregular, with seawater moving
into different freshwater aquifers at different times. These conditions are not expected to improve
without the following:

!

elimination of coastal groundwater pumping, and

!

development and delivery of additional water supplies.

WATER DEMAND AND WATER AVAILABILITY
Historic Patterns of Recharge and Pumping in the Groundwater Basin
Figure 2.3 illustrates historic patterns of groundwater recharge and pumping in the Pajaro Valley.
Deep percolation of rainfall, stream recharge, irrigation recharge, and (to a much lesser extent)
the inflow of groundwater from outside the area recharge the valley’s groundwater basin. The
graph indicates the combined annual recharge from these sources for the years 1967 through
1997. The graph indicates that limited recharge that occurred during drought years (1976-1977,
and 1987-1992). The line across the graph illustrates the change in groundwater demand
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Figure 2.2

Seawater Intrusion Areas of
Elevated Chloride Levels (100 mg/l or Greater),
1951 and 2000
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(pumping) over time. When demand exceeds available recharge, overdraft of the groundwater
basin occurs. Demand exceeded available recharge during drought years as well as during many
years with normal rainfall.

Existing and Future Water Use3
Table 2.2 indicates existing and projected future water use in the PVWMA service area [NAT
comment: have we previously defined PVWMA service area?]. The table indicates the
following:
!

Groundwater represents over 95 percent of water use in the PVWMA service area.

!

The Revised BMP projects a 9,000-afy increase in water use by 2040. Urban demand
represents about 3,900 afy of the projected increase, while agricultural demand represents
about 5,100 afy of the increase.

For the purposes of determining baseline and future water use in the PVWMA service area, land
use is divided into two categories: agriculture (irrigation water only) and urban (municipal,
commercial, and industrial water users). PVWMA determined historic water use from data for
the urban category (City of Watsonville groundwater production records, adjusted to include
urban acreage in unincorporated areas) and groundwater basin modeling (the Pajaro Valley
Integrated Groundwater Surface Water Model [PVIGSM]) for the agricultural category.
PVWMA estimated baseline (current) urban water use by averaging monthly urban water use
during the 1994 through 1997 hydrologic period. Future urban water use was estimated based on
population projections provided by AMBAG and a water use factor of 131 gallons per day per
capita.4 For baseline agricultural water use, the basic inputs and assumptions used in modeling
the groundwater basin included the following:

!

California Department of Water Resources (DWR) land use survey data (1997) for
cropping patterns;

!

Historic hydrologic data, including average, wet, and dry years (to determine the amount of
water provided by the natural hydrologic cycle versus pumping); and

!

Water use factors (based on application rates by crop type, irrigated acreage, effective
rainfall, minimum soil moisture, crop evapotranspiration, irrigation efficiency, cultural
practices such as crop rotation, and marketing factors).

For future agricultural water use, the draft Revised BMP assumed that the total acreage of land
under cultivation would remain constant, but that historic shifts in crop type—from deciduous
crops to nursery, berry, and vine crops—would persist. The Revised BMP assumes that
approximately 2,000 acres of deciduous crops would be converted to berry crops and that future
3

This section presents a summary of the complex land use and water consumption information developed for the
draft Revised BMP. For further information on these issues, refer to Sections 2.6 and 2.7 in the draft Revised BMP,
and to Chapter 7 of this Draft EIR.
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TABLE 2.2
EXISTING AND FUTURE WATER SUPPLIES,
REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTAL SUPPLIES

Demand

Current Conditions
(afy)a

Future (2040) Conditions
(afy)a

59,300
12,200
71,500

64,400
16,100
80,500

(1,100)
(1,000)
69,000

(1,100)
(1,000)
78,000

(48,000)

(48,000)

21,000

30,000

Agricultural Uses
Urban Uses
Total Demand
Corralitos Creek Diversion by City of
Watsonville
Other Surface Water Diversions
Total Groundwater Pumping
Basin Sustainable Yield assuming
implementation of the Coastal
Distribution System and 100 percent
reliable supplemental supply
Required Additional Water Supplies
_________________________
a

Numbers may not total due to rounding.

SOURCE: RMC, Inc., Revised BMP (draft), August 2001.

agricultural water use would increase commensurately. (Deciduous crops use approximately
0.7 acre-feet per acre [af/acre]), compared to approximately 2.8 af/acre for strawberries and
3.7 af/acre for raspberries.)

Sustainable Yield
Sustainable yield is defined as the level of pumping that the groundwater basin can sustain
without inducing seawater intrusion and/or lowering groundwater elevations. Groundwater
modeling results indicate that seawater intrusion is not uniform throughout the basin; some areas
are more affected than others. Modeling results indicate that under current basin-wide pumping
conditions, groundwater pumping would have to be reduced by 45,000 afy (65 percent) in order
to eliminate seawater intrusion throughout the coastal area. Therefore, assuming pumping
reductions throughout the basin, the sustainable yield is approximately 24,000 afy (equal to the
difference between existing pumping levels—69,000 afy—and a 45,000-afy reduction in
pumping needed to eliminate seawater intrusion).
Groundwater modeling indicates that the elimination of pumping along the coast would reduce
seawater intrusion more efficiently than a reduction in pumping throughout the basin. The
4

AMBAG provides forecasts of population growth in five-year increments through 2020. The BMP performance
period is through 2040. The draft Revised BMP assumed that the growth rate from 2020 to 2040 would be
consistent with the AMBAG growth rate assumed for the years 2015 to 2020.
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elimination of coastal pumping would create a hydrostatic freshwater barrier between Monterey
Bay and inland pumping areas. Consequently, the strategies developed in the Revised BMP (the
BMP 2000 and Local-Only alternatives and modified versions of both) all assume a curtailment
of pumping in the coastal zone, and development of supplemental water supplies and the Coastal
Distribution System to meet this demand. The Coastal Distribution System is currently in design.
Assuming that pumping ceases in the coastal area and that the supplemental water supply is 100
percent reliable, the basin sustainable yield increases to 48,000 afy. Consequently, additional
water supplies totaling 21,000 afy are needed to meet current requirements, and 30,000 afy are
needed to meet future requirements (refer to Table 2.2).

2.2.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The specific objectives of the project are:

!

To prevent long-term seawater intrusion, groundwater overdraft, land subsidence, and
water quality degradation;

!

To manage existing and supplemental water supplies to control overdraft and to provide for
present and future water needs;

!

To create a reliable, long-term water supply, which has been identified as an important
cornerstone of the long-term economic vitality of the Pajaro Valley;

!

To develop water conservation programs; and

!

To recommend a program that is cost effective and environmentally sound.

2.2.3 ABILITY OF THE ALTERNATIVES TO MEET THE OBJECTIVES
OF THE REVISED BMP
As indicated in the preceding section, with the elimination of pumping in the coastal area, the
basin’s sustainable yield after construction of new water supply projects is approximately
48,000 afy, meaning that the shortfall of water supply will be approximately 30,000 afy by 2040.
The objectives of the Revised BMP entail eliminating this shortfall through development of
additional water supply sources and reduction of demand through conservation. The Local-Only
Alternative and BMP 2000 Alternative differ with respect to estimated average project yield,
conservation required, and water quality (see Table 2.1). As proposed, the yield provided by the
Local-Only Alternative is insufficient to prevent long-term groundwater overdraft, land
subsidence, and water quality degradation. The water supplies proposed under the Local-Only
Alternative, even with ambitious conservation, would still result in a supply shortfall.
Consequently, if implemented as proposed, the Local-Only Alternative would necessitate an
approximately 3,000-afy reduction in agricultural irrigation. The draft Revised BMP indicates
that this reduction would likely be realized through the fallowing of agricultural land.

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
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2.3 BMP 2000 ALTERNATIVE
The components of the BMP 2000 Alternative are:

!
!
!
!

Water Conservation
Water Recycling
Groundwater Banking5 (In-Lieu Recharge) with Import Pipeline
Other (not discussed in this chapter; evaluated in Local Projects EIR)
− Harkins Slough and Murphy Crossing projects
− Coastal and Inland Distribution Systems

Figure 2.4 indicates the location of the components of this alternative. PVWMA became a CVP
contractor when it was assigned the Mercy Springs contract for 6,260 afy in 1999. Since
PVWMA is already a CVP contractor, it is entitled to delivery of other CVP water into its service
area. PVWMA also may acquire additional assignments similar to Mercy Springs or purchase
water transfers from other CVP contractors on a year-to-year basis.

2.3.1 WATER CONSERVATION
LOCATION
Water conservation measures would be implemented throughout the basin.

WATER CONSERVATION 2000
The PVWMA Board of Directors adopted the Water Conservation 2000 report (WC 2000) on
February 16, 2000. The WC 2000 presents conservation practices that are currently implemented
and identifies opportunities for additional urban and agricultural water conservation alternatives
within the Pajaro Valley.
The objective of the WC 2000 is to review and evaluate existing data sources and reports
prepared by the PVWMA and other parties and to identify opportunities for increased levels of
urban and agricultural water conservation within the Pajaro Valley. The WC 2000 evaluates
many possibilities for water conservation for both urban and agricultural use and suggests
feasible alternatives that can be practicably and economically implemented. An additional goal
of the WC 2000 is to develop a water conservation program that conforms to the Association of

5

Groundwater Banking is the storage of surface water in a groundwater basin for subsequent retrieval. Conjunctive
use refers to the coordinated use of surface water and groundwater. Under the proposed project, PVWMA would
implement a banking program wherein water would be banked by virtue of not being pumped, possibly in addition
to injection into the groundwater basin for later retrieval.
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BMP 2000 Alternative Facilities
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California Water Agencies (ACWA) certification process under their Water Management
Awareness Program. (The purpose of the ACWA certification is to assist water agencies like
PVWMA in the development of urban and agricultural water management and conservation
plans.) Descriptions of both currently implemented and proposed water conservation measures
are presented below. As stated in the Initial Study included in the Notice of Preparation for an
EIR for the Revised BMP, implementation of the water conservation measures included in the
BMP 2000 Alternative would not result in significant environmental impacts (PVWMA, 2000a).
Therefore, the water conservation component of the project is described in this chapter but is not
analyzed further in this EIR.

Water Metering Program
The PVWMA Water Metering Program requires meters on all water extraction facilities pumping
more than 10 afy. Presently, approximately 800 extraction facilities are metered. The PVWMA
Water Metering Program serves several purposes:

!
!
!
!

To quantify annual water use in the Pajaro Valley;
To provide data necessary to develop long-term comprehensive water management plans; and
To provide water use data to growers to facilitate improvements in water use efficiency.
Measure water use for application of augmentation charge.

Agricultural Water Conservation
The proposed agricultural water conservation program is intended to improve irrigation efficiency
in the Pajaro Valley. Data from mobile lab evaluations conducted from 1990 to 1994 and 1999 to
2001 indicate that irrigation efficiency seems to vary considerably. Properly designed,
maintained, and managed irrigation systems have inherent maximum ranges of achievable
irrigation efficiencies. In 2000, PVWMA instituted a requirement that all growers annually
submit plans summarizing irrigation and conservation practices. The program will help the
agency track implementation of the water conservation program. As the program gains
acceptance among Pajaro Valley growers, observed irrigation efficiencies are assumed to move
toward these achievable ranges, although irrigation efficiency can vary considerably among
different irrigation events. Assuming all growers participate in the program, the agricultural water
conservation program could result in agricultural water savings averaging approximately
4,500 afy. Data developed for the Revised BMP groundwater modeling effort were analyzed to
develop a planning-level estimate of potential water savings that could be expected from the
proposed agricultural water conservation program. The Revised BMP developed estimates of
crop acreage, water use by crop type, and range of irrigation method by crop type. Each
irrigation method has a range of inherent achievable irrigation efficiencies based on the
assumption of proper engineering design and good to excellent management practices. This
range of inherent irrigation efficiencies is generally from 70 to 90 percent, depending on
irrigation method.

Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency
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Agricultural Conservation Program Implementation
According to the elements of the proposed agricultural water conservation program,
approximately 7 to 10 years will be required before the potential average annual water
conservation savings of approximately 4,500 acre-feet (af) can be achieved. Because of
limitations associated with the number of mobile laboratory evaluations that can be performed, it
will take several years before necessary on-farm irrigation system improvements can be
identified. Identifying and improving irrigation systems with low distribution uniformity is an
important consideration in improving irrigation efficiency. Implementing improved irrigation
scheduling techniques using CIMIS weather data and computerized irrigation scheduling
approaches also will facilitate improvements in irrigation efficiency. Implementing the proposed
agricultural water conservation program elements, identifying and correcting on-farm irrigation
system deficiencies, and learning to apply new technology for irrigation management will take
time. Add to these considerations the funding requirements to improve existing systems or to
install more efficient irrigation systems, and the assumed 7- to 10-year period appears reasonable.

Urban Water Conservation
Urban conservation measures that could be implemented by the City of Watsonville, rural
domestic water users, and the PVWMA include plumbing measures (water audits and rebate
programs for installation of water-saving devices), landscaping measures (audits and retrofits for
large landscaped areas), and educational and financial measures. The draft Revised BMP
indicates that implementation of these urban water conservation measures could result in a
potential water savings of 500 afy.

2.3.2 WATER RECYCLING
The recycling component of the BMP 2000 Alternative would involve construction of tertiary
treatment facilities at the Watsonville Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF) and pumping,
blending, storage, and distribution facilities. The recycled water would be used to offset a portion
of the irrigation demands in the coastal area during the irrigation season.

LOCATION
!

Watsonville Wastewater Treatment Facility – Recycled Water Facility. The WWTF is
located at 401 Panabaker Lane in the City of Watsonville (see Figure 2.5). Access to the
WWTF is via Beach Road and Panabaker Lane. Construction of tertiary treatment,
pumping, storage, and associated facilities (the Recycled Water Facility) would require
acquisition of eight acres of land from adjacent agricultural areas.

!

Pipeline Connection to Import Pipeline, Coastal Distribution System. This component of
the BMP 2000 Alternative also includes approximately 4,200 feet of 24-inch-diameter
pipeline to connect the Recycled Water Facility to the Import Pipeline and to the San
Andreas and Springfield laterals of the Coastal Distribution System. The San Andreas
Lateral will be located in unincorporated Santa Cruz County in the following roads: Beach
Road, San Andreas Road, Highway 1, Sunset Beach Road, and farm roads. The Springfield
Lateral will be in unincorporated Monterey County in the following roads: Trafton Road,
Jensen
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Road, Bluff Road, Springfield Road, Giberson Road, Highway 1, Struve Road, and various
farm roads. The pipelines would require a construction corridor of approximately 20 feet in
width.

!

Supplemental (Recovery and Peaking) Wells, Laterals. Figure 2.5 indicates the area within
which up to 17 wells to produce blending water would be sited. Wells would be spaced
approximately 2,000 feet apart, within a boundary extending 1,000 feet on each side of the
Import Pipeline, extending four miles east from Highway 1. These wells would be located
within unincorporated areas in Santa Cruz and Monterey Counties. The total area
anticipated for each well would be approximately 30 feet by 40 feet. Lateral pipelines
would connect the wells to the Import Pipeline.

WATER QUALITY
Table 2.3 indicates water quality data for recycled water as well as all other candidate water
supply sources.
The recycled water would meet water quality standards for unrestricted reuse contained in
Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations. The recycled water would have a projected total
dissolved solids (TDS) level generally ranging between 780 and 1,100 mg/L, which may be too
high for certain crops in the Pajaro Valley; thus, the recycled water would need to be blended
with water containing lower TDS levels to produce a water with less than 500 mg/L of TDS.
Potential blending sources include imported CVP water and groundwater (refer to the discussion
under the Groundwater Banking component described in Section 2.3.3, for a description of the
proposal to import CVP water). Blending with CVP water would require a ratio of about 2:1 to
3:1 (CVP water to recycled water) to meet the 500 mg/L TDS goal. The use of groundwater for
blending would require up to 17 groundwater extraction wells—referred to herein as the
supplemental wells—with lateral pipelines connecting to a main pipeline to the blending
facilities. These wells also would be used to supply groundwater to irrigators during the dry-year
periods.

WATSONVILLE WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY
Design Capacity
The WWTF has a current average dry-weather flow of approximately 7.4 million gallons per day
(MGD).6 The permitted design capacity is 12 MGD. Under current conditions, the WWTF could
provide approximately 600 to 700 af per month during the six- to seven-month Pajaro Valley
irrigation period (April through October), for a total of approximately 4,000 af (note that the
ability to use water is limited both by water availability and blended water quality). These values
are based on a 90 percent recovery of influent to the WWTF and account for water loss in solids,
facility downtime, outfall maintenance, and evaporation.

6

One acre-foot equals 325,850 gallons.
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TABLE 2.3
WATER QUALITY CONCENTRATIONS OF CANDIDATE WATER SUPPLY SOURCES

Units

Harkins
Slougha

µmhos/cm
µmhos/cm

0.2-0.9
0.39

0.27-3.15 0.16-1.04
1.4
0.52

375-440
415

0.3-1.2
0.56

0.36-0.77
0.54

1.2-1.7
1.4

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
-

130-570
250
Present
25
23
0.6

262-2,120
926
ND
170
162
NA

110-750
343
Present
28.6
24.4
NA

160-406
322
Present
9.1
18.3
NA

190-760
380
Present
32
29
NA

194-420
299
ND
86.2
60
NA

780-1,100
900
ND
133
166
4.3

mg/L

7.2
7.9
NA

7.2
8.4
5.8

6.7
8.5
NA

7.9
8.2
NA

7.2
8.9
NA

7.0
9.0
NA

6.9
7.9
NA

mg/L

0.13

2.6

NA

NA

0.45

0.2

0.51

mg-N/L
mg-N/L
mg/L

<0.5
90

0.09
0.01-0.35
460

NA
0.3-20.3
103

NA
0.5-9.7
150

NA
1.3
NA

0.1-6.3
3.0
79

1.8-13
7.7
331

NTU
NTU

90-200
150

0.7-740
36

8.1-1,440
344

1.0-3.4
2

40-460
70

1.0-12.0
2

NA
NA

mg/L
mg/L

15-110
55

2-710
91

13-175
60.9

0.6-180
9.8

30-120
70

NA
NA

NA
NA

Parameter

Conductivity
Range
Expected
Total Dissolved Solids
Rangep
Expected
Phytophthora
Chloride (Expected)
Sodium (Expected)
Sodium Adsorption Ratio
pH
Minimum
Maximum
Dissolved Oxygen
(minimum)
Boron (maximum)
Nitrogen
Ammoniaq
Nitrateq
Bicarbonate (maximum)q

Turbidity
Range
Expected
Total Suspended Solids
(TSS)
Range
Expected
_________________________

Pajaro
Riverb,c,d

College
Lakee,f

Corralitos Watsonville
CVP
Recycled
Creekg,h,i
Sloughj,k Waterl,m Watern,o

a
b
c
d
e
f
g

Harkins Slough Construction Design Criteria, Montgomery Watson, March 2000.
Data from the U.S. Geological Survey National Stream Water Quality Monitoring Networks.
Nitrate data from AMBAG, Pajaro River Watershed Water Quality Management Plan, June 1999.
Station Number 1115900 - Pajaro River at Chittenden 1973-1991.
Samples taken at College Lake headgate.
PVWMA Sampling Program (October 1994 - April 2000).
TDS and TSS data from the Corralitos Filter Plant were collected monthly (1998-2001). Limited data are available for other
constituents.
h City of Watsonville Sampling Point - Eureka Canyon (Corralitos Creek).
i Watsonville Slough Data 1994-1997.
j Samples collected approximately 100 yards upstream of confluence with Harkins Slough.
k Water quality data collected from DWR Operations from 1990 to 1999.
l Sampling Point No. 005000 Pacheco Pumping Plant Trash Racks.
m Data collected by City of Watsonville weekly between 11/07/2000 and 05/22/2001, and analyzed by the Soil Control Laboratory.
n All total alkalinity is a result of bicarbonate, due to the pH concentration.
TDS is approximately equal to electrical conductivity x 640.
o Recycled water conductivity is calculated from TDS.
p TDS for Watsonville and Harkins sloughs are calculated.
q Ammonia, nitrate, and bicarbonate for Watsonville and Harkins sloughs are maximum values.
mg/L – milligrams/liter; mg-N/L – milligrams nitrogen per liter; µmhos/cm – micromhos/centimeter; NTU – nephelometric turbidity
units; ND – nondetect; NA – not available.
SOURCE: RMC, Inc., Revised BMP (draft), August 2001.
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Existing Operations
The current process train at the WWTF includes primary sedimentation, biological filtration
(trickling filters), solids contact aeration, secondary clarification, disinfection with sodium
hypochlorite, and dechlorination with sodium bisulfite. Typically, the disinfection and
dechlorination steps are bypassed, since the coliform standards are usually met without
disinfection.

Recycled Water Facility
Figure 2.6 presents the site layout for the Recycled Water Facility.

Design Capacity
The proposed Recycled Water Facility would produce tertiary-level recycled water and would be
sized to treat 8 MGD of secondary effluent, which is the average dry-weather flow rate projected
for 2005.7

Proposed Operations
The Recycled Water Facility includes the following sequential processes:

!
!
!
!
!

Flow equalization
Filtration
Disinfection
Storage
Distribution pumping and blending

Figure 2.7 presents a schematic flow diagram for tertiary treatment.

Flow Equalization8
The WWTF has substantial diurnal variations in the flow rate of secondary effluent. The
Recycled Water Facility design includes flow equalization basins to overcome the operational
problems caused by these variations, to improve the performance and reliability of the tertiary
treatment facilities, and to reduce the size and cost of the tertiary facilities. The equalization
basins would have a volume of 1 million gallons (MG), equal to 12.5 percent of the average
dry-weather flow.

7

8

Initially, the Recycled Water Facility would operate mainly when water demand is greatest, with the facility
maximizing recycled water production during the peak demand periods of the summer months and minimizing
production during the winter. The Recycled Water Facility would consist of two modules of 4 MGD capacity each.
By adding additional modules, the Recycled Water Facility could be upgraded in the future to a total capacity of
16 MGD, which would allow for the entire projected dry-weather flow to receive tertiary treatment (this may be
required in the future as wastewater discharge standards become increasingly stringent). However, this EIR
analyzes only the provision of 8 MGD of recycled water. Future upgrades of either the WWTF or the tertiary
treatment facilities would require supplemental environmental review, if and when they are proposed.
Flow equalization is the damping of flow rate variations so that a constant or nearly constant flow rate is achieved.
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Figure 2.7
Tertiary Treatment Process Schematic
(assuming conventional filtration)

Filtration
Two alternative processes are under consideration for filtration: conventional filtration and
pressurized membrane filtration.9 Both processes are capable of meeting the existing Title 22
water quality requirements, based on current secondary effluent quality.
Conventional Filtration. Conventional filtration includes chemical coagulation, flocculation,
sedimentation, and granular-medium filtration. The coagulation, flocculation, and sedimentation
steps could be achieved using a flocculating clarifier. The flocculating clarifier utilizes a
coagulant and polymer for coagulation and flocculation of material and includes the addition of
microsand to produce a rapidly settling dense floc during the sedimentation step. Microsand is
separated from the sludge and returned to the clarifier. The filtration process removes the
remaining part of the suspended material agglomerated by the flocculation process.
The facilities associated with the conventional filtration process would include chemical storage
and feed facilities, tanks, pumps, and a support building. New chemical storage and feed
facilities would be required to supply coagulant (e.g., aluminum sulfate) and polymer prior to
filtration. New pumps would be required to provide influent to the unit at adequate pressure. The
filter feed pump station would consist of two 25-horsepower pumps capable of lifting 5,600 gallons
per minute (gpm) up 20 feet. Additionally, approximately 3,000 to 4,000 pounds of solids per
day would be produced. This number might vary depending on the coagulant and polymer
dosage requirements.
Membrane Filtration. The membrane filtration process uses membrane technologies instead of a
granular-medium filter for filtration. At the heart of the system are hollow fiber micro-porous
membranes. These membranes are approximately 0.5 millimeters in diameter and are encapsulated
into a bundle to form a filter module. During normal operation, the feed water passes from the
outside of the membrane into the center and exits as filtrate. Suspended solids and microorganisms

9

Although pressurized membrane filtration capital costs are more than double those of conventional filtration,
membrane filtration would produce a higher quality effluent and would have a modular buildup capacity.
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are collected on the outside surface of the hollow fiber. There are two major categories of
membrane filtration systems: pressurized membranes and submerged membranes.
Pressurized Membrane Filtration. This process is based on a low-pressure feed water system
driving the feed water from the outside of the membrane to the inside, where filtered water exits as
filtrate. New pumps would be required to provide feed water at adequate pressure to the unit.
Compressed air is used to perform a backwash, with air being introduced into the filtrate side of the
system and released through the walls of the hollow fiber. Accumulated solids are flushed from the
membrane surface using permeate at low pressure. The backwash is typically returned back to the
headworks for additional treatment. However, this could result in solids buildup in the primary and
secondary treatment processes through the introduction of a difficult-to-remove solids stream to the
treatment plant unit processes. Provisions to treat the backwash prior to return to the headworks
might be required.
The membrane filtration unit would be installed in a new building that would cover approximately
8,000 square feet. No chemicals are used during normal microfiltration treatment process
operation, though citric acid is used to clean the membranes periodically. This method results in
substantially less sludge production than a conventional filtration process. Preliminary estimates
have shown that a maximum of 1,400 pounds of solids would be produced per day (RMC, 2001).
Submerged Membrane Filtration. In the Watsonville context, the submerged membrane filtration
process is based on the concept of locating microfiltration facilities within secondary treatment
tanks. The membranes would be submerged; water would flow from outside of the membrane to
the inside and exit through the membrane to the disinfection process. A vacuum would be created
within the membrane fibers by a permeate pump that would force the water into the membrane.
Membrane cleaning by backpulsing would be achieved by reversing the inflow and backwashing
the membrane surface using feed water at low pressure. Accumulated solids would be flushed from
the membrane surface using feed water.
For this process, one clarifier would be converted to a full-time submerged membrane filtration
unit. All dry-weather flows would be treated through the tank. The tank would operate similar to
an extension of the existing solids contact process. Flow equalization basins would not be required
for this process. During the wet season, the two remaining wet-weather clarifiers would be put back
on-line and would operate in parallel to the submerged membranes.
The submerged membranes would be able to operate under a slight vacuum instead of the high
pressure utilized by pressurized membranes. Vacuum pumps with 110 horsepower would likely be
required. Additional pumping equipment (backpulse pumps, membrane air scour blowers, air
compressors, cleaning system pumps, etc.) would be equivalent to a 30-horsepower pump running
24 hours per day. Part of the sludge would be recycled back into the aeration tanks.

Disinfection
Following the filtration process, the filtered effluent would be disinfected by either a chlorination
process or ultraviolet (UV) disinfection process.
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Chlorination. The chlorination process would treat filtered effluent in long, narrow chlorine
contact channels sized to retain the design flow for a minimum modal contact time of 90 minutes.
This process would likely use sodium hypochlorite as the disinfecting agent. The disinfecting
agent addition and mixing would occur immediately upstream of the channel. The chlorination
facilities would cover approximately 10,500 square feet and would be sized to disinfect an
average dry-weather flow of 8 MGD. Chlorine analyzers would be located at the effluent channel
of the basin to continuously record residual chlorine and to provide feedback for adjustment of
the sodium hypochlorite dosage. Chlorine dosage would be adjusted to keep the chlorine residual
in the distribution system at less than 5 mg/L to address prospective recycled water users’
concerns.
UV Disinfection. With the UV disinfection process, filtered tertiary effluent would flow through
channels containing UV lamps. The lamps would irradiate the water with light to meet Title 22
disinfection requirements for coliform and virus. A chlorine residual would likely need to be
added to the disinfected effluent to minimize regrowth in the distribution system. The UV
disinfection facilities would cover approximately 900 square feet. The UV disinfection process
would not require any chemical addition that could affect recycled water suitability for
agricultural use.

Storage
The Recycled Water Facility includes 4 million gallons of clearwell10 storage to provide operational
reliability and flexibility for the recycled water distribution system. The clearwell storage would
consist of two 2-million-gallon above-ground tanks. A new pump station with two 30-horsepower
pumps would be required to pump water from the disinfection facilities into the clearwell.

Distribution Pumping and Blending
As described in the subsequent section, the recycled water would be blended with groundwater or
imported surface water. The blending would be achieved by in-line mixing either at the Recycled
Water Facility or at a point near the western terminus of the Import Pipeline. Consequently, the
recycled water pumping station either would pump recycled water to the western terminus of the
Import Pipeline or would pump blended water directly into the Coastal Distribution System. The
pump station hydraulic capacity would be 5,600 gpm to meet maximum-day recycled water
demand. The recycled water pump station would require a combined capacity of 500 horsepower.

BLEND WATER OPTIONS
As mentioned previously, the recycled water would likely have a TDS level too high for certain
crops in the Pajaro Valley. Thus, a source of lower-TDS water is necessary, which would be
blended with the recycled water to achieve an overall goal of 500 mg/L TDS. The two potential
sources of blending water are groundwater and imported surface (CVP) water, as described below.

10 A clearwell is a reservoir used to hold treated water prior to its release into the distribution system.
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Groundwater
Up to 17 wells are projected to be necessary to provide sufficient groundwater for blending with
the recycled water to achieve the goal of 500 mg/L TDS. Some existing wells may be converted
to this purpose, and some new wells would be constructed. Figure 2.5 indicates the general area
within which the wells would be located. The total area anticipated for each well would be on the
order of 30 feet by 40 feet. New wells most likely would be sited in areas currently used for
agricultural production, although other land uses exist within the siting area. New wells would be
sited so as not to affect nearby wells that are expected to remain in operation. Lateral pipelines
would also be necessary to connect these supplemental wells to the Import Pipeline. The blend
water would be transported to the WWTF, where it would be blended with the recycled water and
then routed to the Coastal Distribution System; alternatively, the recycled water would be routed
to a point near the end of the Import Pipeline, where the blending would occur and the blended
water would then be routed to the Coastal Distribution System. The blending facility would
likely be located at the intersection of Highway 1 and the Pajaro River. Blending would be
achieved by in-line mixing.

CVP Water
CVP water would be available for blending with recycled water after construction of the Import
Pipeline is completed. CVP water would be available in wet and normal years, although
groundwater would need to be utilized during dry periods to offset reductions in CVP water
deliveries. Section 2.3.3 describes procurement and delivery of CVP water.

2.3.3 GROUNDWATER BANKING
The Groundwater Banking component of the BMP 2000 Alternative involves importing surface
water into the valley and using it in lieu of groundwater whenever it is available, allowing for
natural recharge of the groundwater basin. During droughts and dry periods when little or no
surface water may be available, Pajaro Valley would then pump the groundwater that was
“saved” or “banked” during wet periods. The Groundwater Banking component of the BMP
2000 Alternative includes construction of an inland distribution system and a pipeline (the Import
Pipeline) to link the Pajaro Valley with the Santa Clara Conduit of the San Felipe Division
facilities. Potential future delivery of water to Pajaro Valley was incorporated into the design of
the San Felipe Division pumping and transmission facilities. The design capacity available to
PVWMA in the Santa Clara Conduit is 75 cubic feet per second (PVWMA, 2001). The facilities
associated with the Groundwater Banking component include the Import Pipeline, supplemental
wells, and Inland Distribution System. The Inland Distribution System was evaluated in the
Local Projects EIR, certified in 1999.

LOCATION
The Import Pipeline would connect to the Santa Clara Conduit just east of Gilroy and would
extend westward approximately 23 miles, terminating near Highway 1 in the Pajaro Valley.
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Maps A1 through A4 in the Map Appendix show the proposed alignment for the Import
Pipeline.11 The recommended alignment begins at the Watsonville turnout on the Santa Clara
Conduit and continues in a southwesterly direction parallel to and south of the Pajaro River in
San Benito County. The alignment continues parallel to and south or east of the Pajaro River to
Bolsa Road, where it follows a property boundary to a power line easement. The route then
follows the power line easement west toward the Pajaro River and parallels the river to a crossing
of Highway 101. The route parallels the westerly boundary of Highway 101 for about 4,000 feet
before crossing the Pajaro River and Sergeant Hills to the Southern Pacific Railroad (SPRR)
tracks. The recommended route follows the north side of the SPRR tracks to just upstream of the
SPRR-Pajaro River crossing, where it crosses to the south side of the Pajaro River; it then
parallels the SPRR tracks through Aromas and on toward the community of Pajaro, where it turns
south and follows Hayes Road south of Watsonville Junction, continuing west to the Pajaro River
and along the river to Highway 1.
See Figure 2.5 for the location of the siting area for supplemental wells.

WATER SUPPLY
The surface water supply imported to the valley would be made up of CVP water from the Mercy
Springs Water District contract assignment, which has already been assigned to PVWMA by
Reclamation, and additional CVP water sufficient to meet the project’s objectives of effectively
managing the groundwater basin.

CVP Contract
Reclamation has reserved a CVP entitlement for PVWMA. In 1975, Reclamation requested and
received a reservation commitment from the San Felipe Committee of the CVP for 19,900 afy for
the Watsonville Subarea (now encompassed by the PVWMA service area boundary), to which
PVWMA now holds entitlement. PVWMA wishes to negotiate a long-term water service
contract with Reclamation for this entitlement. However, with the passage of the Central Valley
Project Improvement Act (CVPIA) in 1992 (Public Law 102-575), Congress prohibited
Reclamation from entering into new contracts for water supply until an environmental analysis
(the PEIS) was completed. Reclamation signed the Record of Decision for the CVPIA PEIS in
January 2001. Reclamation expects that all of the environmental review implementation
requirements in the Record of Decision will not be completed for several years, at which point
PVWMA could negotiate a contract with Reclamation. As part of this contract authorization, the
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) must add PVWMA to the Place of Use
described in current CVP permits on file with SWRCB. Reclamation has already petitioned the

11 A recommended pipeline alignment was identified through an evaluation of alternative route segments that

considered engineering, environmental, social, and financial impacts. Route alternatives were developed using
aerial surveys and field visits with initial investigations focusing on alignment characteristics, physical features, and
social, environmental, and economic constraints. Alignments with apparent significant implementation problems,
potential fatal flaws, or serious negative characteristics were eliminated from further consideration. Evaluation of
the remaining route segments considered agricultural, community, environmental, infrastructure, system
compatibility, and constructibility issues. The identification of potential utility conflicts was considered in arriving
at a preferred alignment.
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SWRCB to expand the Place of Use to include PVWMA. Section 4.A of this EIR evaluates the
change in place of use associated with the proposed import of CVP water into the Pajaro Valley.
CVP contractors experience supply reductions during dry years. The yield in any given year
could range from 10 percent to 100 percent of PVWMA’s contract entitlement because of dryyear reductions. Due to legal restrictions, such as future implementation of the CVPIA and
requirements established by CALFED with regard to fisheries and water quality in the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, and to fluctuations in weather conditions, it has been predicted
that agricultural contractors in the Delta Division and San Luis Unit of the CVP may receive only
60 percent of their contract allocations on a long term average (this delivery figure, while subject
to various considerations, is explained further in the CVPIA PEIS).

Cooperative Agreements with Other CVP Contractors
Although the CVPIA prohibits Reclamation from issuing new contracts at present, Reclamation
can authorize assignments and transfers of existing water entitlements.
In 1998, PVWMA entered into a joint agreement for the assignment of 6,260 afy of CVP water
from the Mercy Springs Water District, located in northern Fresno County. The assignment was
made to PVWMA under a joint agreement with the Santa Clara Valley Water District and
Westlands Water District. The agreement also stipulates the basis for PVWMA acquisition of all
or a portion of the assignment between 2008 and 2017. If PVWMA does not develop the
facilities to deliver this water (the Import Pipeline) by 2017, Santa Clara Valley Water District
and Westlands Water District would be the sole recipients of the assignment.12
In order to offset the anticipated shortfall in CVP water supplies due to dry-year reductions and/or
if PVWMA cannot secure its CVP contract for 19,900 afy, PVWMA might enter into additional
purchase agreements for water from other water agencies to obtain sufficient CVP water to
balance basin demand. Under this scenario, PVWMA would purchase excess CVP water entitled
to other CVP-contracting districts during wet years (and possibly normal years), thereby reducing
pumping and allowing the groundwater basins in the Pajaro Valley to recharge naturally. During
dry years, PVWMA would rely on groundwater resources within the basin. This scenario would
allow the groundwater basin to recover and bank groundwater for use in dry years. Water could
potentially be sold or otherwise delivered to PVWMA on a schedule that is similar to the delivery
schedule that PVWMA would receive if it had a direct contract with Reclamation.

WATER QUALITY
Table 2.3 presents water quality data for CVP water as well as other candidate water supply
sources. The quality of CVP water is suitable for direct use.

12 The assignment of a CVP contract to deliver water from Mercy Springs Water District to PVWMA was evaluated

in CVP Water Supply Contract Assignment from Mercy Springs Water District (Contract No. 14-06-200-3365A) to
Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Final Environmental Assessment and Final Finding of No Significant
Impact (EA/FONSI). The EA/FONSI was approved by the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Reclamation, on November 6, 1998 (FONSI No. 02-99 1106 (210).
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WATER CONVEYANCE FACILITIES
San Felipe Division
The San Felipe Division of the CVP supplies water to Santa Clara Valley, the northern portion of
San Benito County, the southern portion of Santa Cruz County, and the northern edge of
Monterey County. Water from San Luis Reservoir is transported to the Santa Clara-San Benito
service area by way of the Pacheco Tunnel, 48.5 miles of closed conduits, two pumping plants,
and one small reservoir. Water is initially transferred from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta
through the Delta-Mendota Canal to O’Neill Forebay, where it is pumped into the San Luis
Reservoir and diverted through the Pacheco Tunnel to the Pacheco Pumping Plant. The water
then flows through the Pacheco Conduit to the Santa Clara Conduit. The Santa Clara Tunnel and
Conduit are 22.1 miles long and have a capacity of 330 cubic feet per second (cfs). This conduit
transfers water from the Pacheco Conduit to the Coyote Pumping Plant. The proposed PVWMA
Import Pipeline would connect to the Watsonville turnout of the Santa Clara Conduit. Figure 2.1
indicates the location of the Santa Clara Conduit. The design capacity available to the PVWMA
in the Santa Clara Conduit is 75 cfs, equal to approximately 4,500 to 4,600 af per month.
Except for the connection to the Santa Clara Conduit, no construction or physical modifications
to CVP facilities are anticipated.

Pipeline Description
Concepts previously evaluated for conveyance of water from the Santa Clara Conduit included
pipeline-canal and pipeline-river combinations as well as alternative pipe sizes. River
conveyances included diversion structures or collector wells to take water from the river. The
concept recommended for development is a pipeline extending 23 miles from the existing
Watsonville turnout on the Santa Clara Conduit to the Coastal Distribution System at Highway 1.
The pipe diameter would be approximately 60 inches. Refer to the discussion under Location,
above, for a narrative description of the pipeline alignment, and to the Map Appendix.

SUPPLEMENTAL WELLS
The supplemental wells are described in the previous section (2.3.2), under Blend Water Options.

2.4 LOCAL-ONLY ALTERNATIVE
The Local-Only Alternative is intended to eliminate seawater intrusion through the
implementation of local water supply projects and demand management measures, without
importing water from outside the basin. The Local-Only Alternative would implement some of
the projects that are proposed under the BMP 2000 Alternative, including recycled water and
water conservation, in addition to other local water supply projects. Figure 2.8 shows the
locations of the components of this alternative, which include the following:
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Figure 2.8

Local-Only Alternative-Proposed Facilities

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

!
!
!

Intensified Water Conservation

!

Other (not analyzed in this EIR)
– Coastal Distribution System (evaluated in Local Projects EIR)
– Farm Reservoirs (no information available)

Water Recycling and Storage
Expanded College Lake with Corralitos Creek, Pinto Lake, Watsonville Slough, and
Harkins Slough Diversion with Aquifer Storage and Recovery Program

2.4.1 INTENSIFIED WATER CONSERVATION
As stated above in Section 2.3.1, the PVWMA developed the WC 2000 plan as a guidance
document to achieve cost-effective water conservation. The plan identifies approximately
4,500 afy of agricultural conservation and 500 afy of urban conservation. Agricultural
conservation can be achieved through correcting on-farm irrigation system deficiencies,
improving irrigation scheduling techniques, and mobile laboratory evaluations. Urban
conservation can be achieved through water audits, landscape water conservation ordinance, and
toilet and washing-machine rebate programs. Section 2.3.1 presents the components of the
agricultural and urban conservation programs proposed in the WC 2000.
Under the Local-Only Alternative, higher levels of water conservation would be required within
the Pajaro Valley. Agricultural conservation of approximately 9,000 afy would have to be
achieved through programs identified in the WC 2000 and through additional conservation
efforts, including land fallowing. Approximately 1,000 afy of urban conservation would have to
be achieved. High levels of urban and agricultural conservation potentially could be achieved
with a tiered water pricing structure that promotes conservation.(refer to Section 2.4.7 for more
information).

LOCATION
The above-described water conservation measures would be implemented throughout the basin.

2.4.2 WATER RECYCLING AND STORAGE
Like the BMP 2000 Alternative, the Local-Only Alternative includes construction of an 8-mgd
tertiary treatment facility to develop recycled water as an alternative to groundwater. The design
of the Recycled Water Facility at the WWTF generally would be as described for the BMP 2000
Alternative, including the size of the site (eight acres). However, under the Local-Only
Alternative, the Recycled Water Facility would differ as follows:

!

Year-Round Treatment. Recycled water would be produced throughout the year (under the
BMP 2000 Alternative, recycled water would be produced only during the six- to sevenmonth irrigation period from April through October). Consequently, although the design
capacity is the same for both alternatives (8 mgd), the total yield differs (4,000 afy versus
7,700 afy).
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!

Storage During Low-Demand Periods. Demand for irrigation water occurs predominantly
during the summer agricultural season. Recycled water produced during the agricultural
season would be used directly, while recycled water produced during the off-season would
be stored in the groundwater basin via percolation in basins. The basins would include the
existing Harkins Slough basin and a new “North Dunes” basin.

LOCATION
Figure 2.8 shows the location of facilities proposed as part of the Local-Only Alternative Water
Recycling component.

!

Watsonville Wastewater Treatment Facility – Recycled Water Facility. The WWTF is at
401 Panabaker Lane in the City of Watsonville.

!

Pipeline – Recycled Water Facility to Harkins Slough Pipeline. The proposed location of
the 36-inch-diameter, 8,300-foot-long pipeline would be in farm fields in unincorporated
Santa Cruz County, adjacent to the following roadways: Panabaker Road, Beach Road, and
San Andreas Road.

!

Harkins Slough Recharge Basin (Existing), Extraction Wells. The Harkins Slough
Recharge Basin is located west of Highway 1, approximately one-half mile northeast of the
intersection of Beach Road and San Andreas Road in unincorporated Santa Cruz County.

!

North Dunes Recharge Basin, Extraction Wells. The North Dunes Recharge Basin would
be approximately 1,500 feet southwest of the Sunset Beach Road/San Andreas Road
intersection in unincorporated Santa Cruz County, shown in Figure 2.9. The extraction
wells would be around the basin.

!

Pipeline from Harkins Slough Recharge Basin to North Dunes Recharge Basin. This
24-inch-diameter, 5,800-foot-long pipeline would be constructed in a farm road and across
a farm field between the existing and proposed basins.

WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS
Table 2.3 presents water quality data for recycled water. The recharge of recycled water is
regulated by the California Department of Health Services (DHS). As proposed, the recharge of
recycled water would not meet recent draft criteria published by DHS. Consequently, the ability
to recharge recycled water may be limited, unless significant treatment is undertaken. Refer to
Section 5.A.3 for additional information.

WATSONVILLE WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY – RECYCLED WATER
FACILITY
Except as noted in this section, facilities and operations associated with the Recycled Water
Facility would be as described in Section 2.3.3. Refer to Section 5.A.3 for additional
information.
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Figure 2.9
North Dunes Recharge Basin

CONVEYANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF RECYCLED WATER
This component includes a pump station (at the Recycled Water Facility) and pipeline to convey
recycled water to an existing pipeline in San Andreas Road near the Harkins Slough Facility.
During the middle of the agricultural season, recycled water would be blended with surface water,
creating a higher-quality blended supply.

PERCOLATION AND EXTRACTION OF RECYCLED WATER
Harkins Slough Recharge Basin and North Dunes Recharge Basin
Currently, water diverted from Harkins Slough is piped to the Harkins Slough Recharge Basin for
percolation. Water diverted from Harkins Slough and, if the Local-Only Alternative were
implemented, from Watsonville Slough, would be piped to College Lake instead of the Harkins
Slough Recharge Basin. The Harkins Slough Recharge Basin would then be used to percolate
recycled water. (The Watsonville Slough Diversion is described as part of the Aquifer Storage
and Recovery project in Section 2.4.5.)
The existing Harkins Slough Recharge Basin has a basin bottom of approximately 10 acres and an
average design flow of 3,100 gpm. The Recycled Water Facility would produce approximately
4,900 gpm of supply that would be diverted to the recharge basins during the winter months.
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Consequently, the design flow proposed for the North Dunes recharge site is 1,800 gpm. The North
Dunes Basin would occupy about 29.5 acres. The basin itself would be about 28 acres (the bottom
would be 25 acres and the side slopes would be about three acres, assuming a 3:1 slope and a depth
of 10 feet). An additional 1.5 acres would be needed for a service road around the basin. The basin
size is based on an estimated long-term percolation rate of 0.32-foot per day (CH2M Hill, 1999).
The basin bottoms would be available for farming during the agricultural season.
A recycled water pipeline would convey water from the WWTF to San Andreas Road at
Watsonville Slough, where it would connect into the existing Harkins Slough pipeline, which
extends to the Harkins Slough Basin. Additional piping would connect the Harkins Slough Basin to
the North Dunes Basin. In addition, monitoring wells, extraction wells, associated pipelines, and
appurtenances would be constructed at the North Dunes Basin.
This project would recycle nearly all available flow from the WWTF. Consequently, flows to the
plant’s ocean outfall would be minimized, requiring modifications to the outfall diffusers (to
prevent marine incrustation) and possibly the effluent pump station at the WWTF. No information
has been developed on these modifications.

2.4.3 EXPANDED COLLEGE LAKE
College Lake is a seasonally occurring water body that collects water from an 11,000-acre
watershed during the rainy season. Currently, College Lake is pumped dry in the spring, and the
lakebed is farmed and harvested before winter runoff begins filling the lake (typically in
November). The existing headgate and weir elevation results in the inundation of approximately
260 acres of land, and results in a total storage capacity of 1,400 af. In the spring, the lake is
pumped dry to allow for farming of the lakebed during the dry season. The Expanded College
Lake project proposes to increase the total storage capacity of College Lake to 4,600 af. Water
diverted from Harkins and Watsonville sloughs, Corralitos Creek, and Pinto Lake would be
stored at College Lake and subsequently conveyed to the Coastal Distribution System or injected
into the groundwater basin for temporary storage.

LOCATION
Figure 2.10 shows the location of College Lake (which lies north of the City of Watsonville in
unincorporated Santa Cruz County), the existing reservoir elevation, the approximate water
elevation of the proposed expansion, and proposed facilities (main dam, saddle dam, pump
station, pretreatment and filtration facilities).

PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS
The project would involve the construction of a main earth dam, saddle dam, outlet works,
spillway, pump station, pretreatment facilities (coagulation), and filtration facilities. The project
would increase the lake elevation from 60 feet to 69 feet and would lead to inundation of
approximately 420 acres of land, an increase of 160 acres from existing conditions (King, 2000).
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Expanded College Lake Facilities
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The pump station, filtration facilities, and pretreatment facilities would be south of the dam
adjacent to Salsipuedes Creek, with an approximate footprint of 150 feet by 250 feet.
The main dam would extend from the edge of the St. Francis Cemetery to the west ridge of the
College Lake embankment. The main dam would be constructed primarily on farmland and
would have an approximate footprint of 225 feet by 2,200 feet and a height of 22 feet. The saddle
dam has an approximate footprint of 225 feet by 600 feet. The conceptual design of the main
dam consists of a 40-foot-wide crest at an elevation of 79 feet and embankment slopes at
3:1 (horizontal:vertical). The conceptual design of the saddle dam consists of a 25-foot-wide
berm at 74 feet and embankment slopes at 3:1 to the existing grade.
The crest elevation of 79 feet provides 10 feet of freeboard above the normal maximum water
surface. The dams would require approximately 160,000 cubic yards (cy) of borrow material
from the lake bottom (100,000 cy) and a local rock quarry (60,000 cy). Filter zones, drain zones,
and riprap in the dam would be constructed with material from a local rock quarry.
The outlet works and spillway would be on the easterly abutment near St. Francis Cemetery. The
spillway would consist of a 50-foot-wide by 165-foot-long ogee crest structure and a spillway
crest that conforms to the natural shape of flowing water, set at an elevation of 69 feet (King,
2000). The outlet works would consist of a 4.5-foot by 4.5-foot hydraulically operated slide gate;
a 4.5-foot-diameter, steel-lined, reinforced-concrete conduit; a 4.5-foot by 4.5-foot poweroperated control gate, and an outlet channel (King, 2000).
On the basis of hydrologic modeling conducted for the Local-Only Alternative, the expanded
College Lake typically would be empty between June/July and October/November.
Consequently, if suitable soils were present,13 College Lake would be available for one crop
rotation per year. The modeling assumed that diversions from surface water storage would occur
when demand exceeded the recycled water supply.

2.4.4 CORRALITOS CREEK AND PINTO LAKE DIVERSIONS
LOCATION
Figures 2.8 and 2.10 show the location of the Pinto Lake Diversion and associated pipeline
alignment in unincorporated Santa Cruz County. Pinto Lake is a recreational area used for trailer
camping, fishing, and boating.

!

Corralitos Creek Diversion Facility, Pipeline. The Corralitos Creek Diversion facility
would be along the creek approximately 1,500 feet northeast of the Freedom
Boulevard/Bowker Road intersection. The 24-inch, 8,500-foot-long pipeline would
traverse agricultural fields between Corralitos Creek and the existing Pinto Lake drainage
channel.

13 Approximately 100,000 cy of soil would be removed from the lake bottom for construction of the dams. Refer to

Section 5.B.1 for an evaluation of the effects of the Expanded College Lake project on prime farmland and
agriculture.
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!

Pinto Lake Diversion, Pipeline. The Pinto Lake Diversion facility would be on the existing
Pinto Lake drainage channel west of College Lake. The 24-inch, 1,200-foot-long pipeline
would extend between the Pinto Lake drainage ditch and College Lake.

The Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake diversion projects would divert water into College Lake.
The Corralitos Creek Diversion would be west of College Lake and north of the Watsonville
Airport (see Figure 2.4). Corralitos Creek water would be diverted into the Pinto Lake drainage
channel near Green Valley Road and then conveyed from the channel by the Pinto Lake
Diversion. Currently, the Pinto Lake drainage channel drains into Salsipuedes Creek. The
diversion projects include associated pipelines and a pump station. The diversion facilities within
Corralitos Creek or the Pinto Lake drainage channel are assumed to have a 50-foot by 50-foot
footprint, although no specific characteristics of facility design are available. The Corralitos
Creek Diversion would require a pump station adjacent to the diversion facilities; the total area
affected by the diversion and pumping facilities would be 50 feet by 100 feet. Water from the
Pinto Lake drainage channel would flow by gravity into College Lake.
Based on hydrologic modeling, the estimated yield of the diversions is 1,200 afy. A total
minimum-flow contingency of 5 cfs for the two diversions was built into the PVIGSM model for
assumed fishery and water quality requirements. However, the model did not take into account
the 7.5 cfs minimum flow required during the steelhead smolt migration period (March 15
through May 31) that was determined after the model was run. Therefore, the estimated yield is
expected to be less than 1,200 afy. (Refer to Section 5.C.4 for the evaluation of fisheries impacts
for this component.)

2.4.5 AQUIFER STORAGE AND RECOVERY
Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) is a means of providing temporary storage of surface water
supplies and would supplement storage at College Lake. Under the ASR project, water from
Harkins and Watsonville sloughs, Corralitos Creek, and Pinto Lake would be diverted to College
Lake. All of the surface water supplies (except recycled water) would be collected and stored at
College Lake. Water would be pumped from College Lake to proposed treatment facilities near
the main dam for coagulation and filtration. Following treatment, water would be conveyed to an
injection/extraction well field (ASR) located along the pipeline alignment between College Lake
and Harkins Slough. PVWMA would inject surface water into the groundwater aquifer during
winter months and then extract that water during the agricultural season and pipe it into the
Coastal Distribution System.

LOCATION
Figure 2.8 shows the location of facilities associated with the ASR component. This component
is located entirely within unincorporated Santa Cruz County.

!

Pipelines (Two) between College Lake and Harkins Slough Facilities. The seven-mile-long
alignment would extend from the filtration facility at Harkins and Watsonville sloughs
along existing field roads to Airport Boulevard and Highway 1. From Airport Boulevard,
the alignment is within and follows the northern boundary of the Watsonville Airport
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property to Freedom Boulevard (this area of the airport is currently undeveloped open
space), then parallels Corralitos Creek and Holohan Road to College Lake. This route
would include microtunneling sections at both ends of the airport property to cross under
Highway 1 and streets and houses at Freedom Boulevard. Bore-and-jack construction
would be used to cross beneath Harkins Slough, railroad tracks, Harkins Slough Road, and
Green Valley Road.

!

Injection/Extraction Wells. The approximately 30 injection/extraction wells would be sited
generally within 100 to 200 feet of the centerline of the pipelines between the proposed
College Lake and Harkins Slough facilities. The wells would be spaced at least 2,000 feet
apart. Specific well locations would be determined by further hydrologic field
investigation and site assessments, if the Board of Directors approves this component of the
Local-Only Alternative, as part of detailed project design. Well sites would dictate the
location of pipelines connecting the wells to the dual pipelines.

!

Watsonville Slough Diversion. The proposed Watsonville Slough Diversion and pumping
facilities would be adjacent and to the southwest of the existing Harkins Slough Diversion
facilities, the latter of which would be expanded as part of the Local-Only Alternative.

AQUIFER STORAGE AND RECOVERY WELLS AND PIPELINES
The ASR wells would be used for injection and extraction. The injected water is expected to
have limited vertical and horizontal movement within the aquifer and, consequently, would be
available for later recovery (PVWMA, 2001). The volume of water to be injected into each well
and percentage of the total 5,400 afy would depend on the recharge characteristics of a given site,
to be determined through detailed hydrologic investigations if this component of the Local-Only
Alternative is approved. This description is preliminary; consequently, only a general,
programmatic evaluation of the ASR component of the Local-Only Alternative is possible. If the
Board of Directors selects the ASR component for implementation, further environmental review
could be needed once detailed well siting, design, and operating criteria were developed.14

14 A preliminary assessment for a concentrated ASR well field near College Lake showed unacceptable levels of

mounding and drawdown, leading project engineers to propose a well field along the ASR pipeline (CH2M Hill,
2000). The evaluation of ASR included layout of the 30 injection and extraction wells, development of an
operations plan, review of the 1995 pilot study of an injection and extraction well, and THEIS and MODFLOW
modeling to characterize mounding and drawdown in the wells. An ASR pilot test conducted in 1995 located a
productive aquifer at 122 to 232 feet below ground surface (bgs). Results from the pilot study were fitted to a
THEIS-type curve to estimate mounding and drawdown of the ASR project near College Lake. The ASR project
was also evaluated using MODFLOW to determine mounding and drawdown. A preliminary layout was developed
for an ASR well field at College Lake to estimate mounding and drawdown effects. The average depth to
groundwater in the area is 60 feet bgs. The ASR project would include average injection of approximately 5,800 af
of water into the groundwater aquifer from December to March. A proposed 500-gpm injection rate would be used
for injection. The wells would then be used for extraction from April to October at rates of 500 to 1,000 gpm. The
results of the modeling investigation showed unacceptable levels of mounding and drawdown due to the tight
configuration of wells. High levels of mounding are likely to cause hydrofracturing, which would lead to
groundwater springs. Drawdown is likely to result in water cascading in the aquifer that would cause adverse
operating conditions. That ASR project was not feasible under the current well field layout and operation plan. To
address the problems found with the above-described injection/extraction field, the injection and extraction wells
would be located along the pipeline alignment from the sloughs to College Lake. The new layout would likely
eliminate the mounding and drawdown effects from well interference. Subsurface characteristics along the pipeline
need to be investigated to determine project feasibility. The proposed layout would increase the area influenced by
injection and extraction activities.
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Each injection/extraction well would require construction of one well that would be
approximately 150 to 250 feet below ground surface. Each well site would require an
approximately 40-foot by 50-foot fenced area (2,000 square feet). Pumping following
conventional filtration would be sufficient to move the surface water down the well and into the
groundwater aquifer. An 80-horsepower extraction pump would be located either in the main
well bore or in a side casing to provide for extraction, well maintenance, and backwashing needs.
The lateral pipelines would generally be 16 inches in diameter. Pipeline routing would depend on
the exact locations of the injection well sites selected.
The ASR component would have pipelines to carry untreated water to College Lake for treatment
and storage and to carry treated water to the wells and the Coastal Distribution Center. The larger
(30-inch) pipeline would be dual purpose, conveying water from the Harkins and Watsonville
sloughs to College Lake during winter months and conveying water from the ASR wells to the
Coastal Distribution System. The smaller pipeline (diameter would vary) would be dedicated for
transmission of water from the College Lake filter facility to the ASR wells. All injection water
would undergo coagulation and filtration to meet turbidity specifications for injection.

WATSONVILLE SLOUGH DIVERSION
The Watsonville Slough project would divert Watsonville Slough water during the rainy season
(generally December to May) for use during high demand periods in the Coastal Distribution
System. Required facilities include construction of a new 7,500 gpm pump station and increase
in capacity of Harkins Slough filtration plant, along with a diversion structure in Watsonville
Slough. The actual diversion structure has not been designed. The pump station would be
constructed on the north bank of Watsonville Slough just west of the Harkins Slough confluence.
Diverted water from Watsonville Slough would be filtered, then stored in College Lake for
subsequent injection in the ASR wells. Raw water from Watsonville Slough typically exhibits
total suspended solids (TSS) and turbidity concentrations higher than those normally required for
direct injection or percolation. To avoid clogging the aquifer, filtration would be needed to
reduce the TSS to acceptable levels. For analysis purposes, it is assumed that the new filtration
facility would occupy a footprint similar in size to existing facilities at Harkins Slough (0.5 acre
of prime farm land).

WATER QUALITY
Table 2.3 presents water quality data for College Lake, other surface water supplies that would
be stored at College Lake under the Local-Only Alternative, and other candidate supply sources.
As discussed in Section 2.4.3, College Lake water would undergo filtration and coagulation prior
to injection into the groundwater basin. Injection water for ASR would consist of a blend of
tributary runoff and the aforementioned surface water supplies. Consequently, water quality
would be a function of the proportion of water from each source, timing of diversions, and other
operating characteristics. The Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
(CCRWQCB) and DHS regulate injection of surface water into potable groundwater basins.
Refer to Chapter 5, Section 5.D.3 for further information.
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2.4.6 FARM RESERVOIRS IN THE COASTAL AREA
The Local-Only Alternative proposes the construction of farm reservoirs to capture storm runoff
and to promote groundwater recharge in the coastal region. Neither reservoir locations nor
construction or operating characteristics were determined as part of the Revised BMP.
Consequently, farm reservoirs are not evaluated in this EIR due to lack of information. If this
component of the Local-Only Alternative were developed, additional environmental review
would be required.

2.4.7 DEMAND MANAGEMENT OPTIONS
LAND FALLOWING
If PVWMA approves the Local-Only Alternative, land fallowing would likely be accomplished
by obtaining annual leases. Model analyses indicate that the most effective location for fallowing
land, from the standpoint of managing the groundwater basin, would be within the coastal area.
Eliminating coastal area pumping would allow for formation of a hydraulic groundwater barrier
adjacent to the Pacific Ocean, optimizing the sustainable groundwater yield of the basin.
The amount of land fallowing required to balance the basin depends on the reliability and
quantity of supply, demand, and other factors. The Pajaro Valley Integrated Groundwater
Surface Water Model (PVIGSM) was used to determine land fallowing requirements under the
Local-Only Alternative, and indicated that approximately 2,200 acres of agricultural land would
have to be followed to meet the objectives of the Local-Only Alternative. However, that model
run addressed baseline conditions only and did not account for projected increases in pumping
demand (refer to Section 5.D.3).

TIERED WATER PRICING
Tiered water pricing is an additional management mechanism that can promote conservation
and/or alter water use practices. Tiered pricing could encourage additional water conservation
through simple market forces or could promote conversion to crop types that require less water.
The plan would set water prices to correspond with water application rates for the various crop
types. Crops such as apples and other deciduous crops have a low application rate and would fall
into the lowest pricing tier, while crops with higher application rates, such as strawberries and
raspberries, would fall into the higher tiers. Under the tiered structure, conservation is promoted
by potential cost savings. This option could reduce water use if construction of additional water
supplies is either too costly or is not feasible. PVWMA is currently investigating a tiered pricing
plan.

2.5 REQUIRED PERMITS AND APPROVALS
Table 2.4 lists the permits and approvals required for the project and approving agencies.
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TABLE 2.4
POTENTIAL PERMITS AND APPROVALS
Action Requiring
Permit/Consultation

Alternative
(L-O/BMP)a

Agency/Organization

Permit or Approval

Federal
CVP water deliveries;
connection to Santa Clara
Conduit.

BMP

U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation

Acquire additional CVP supplies;
compliance with National
Environmental Policy Act

Impacts to wetlands / waters
of the United States.

BMP

U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers

Section 404 Permit

Construction in wetland and
upland areas where federally
listed species may be present.

L-O/BMP

U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service;
National Marine
Fisheries Service

Consultation and
Coordination under
Endangered Species Act

Development of water supplies.

L-O/BMP

State Water Resources
Control Board

Water Rights Permits b

Alteration of streambeds during
Construction.

BMP

California Department
of Fish and Game

1601 Streambed Alteration
Agreement

Coastal Commission

Coastal Development Permits

State

Projects west of Highway 1.
Potential for water quality
impairment from sediment
discharge to waterways during
construction.

L-O/BMP

Regional Water Quality 401 Certification
Control Board

Construction under
Highways 1, 25, 101, and 129.

BMP/L-O

Caltrans

Change in place of use,
purpose of use for CVP water.

BMP

State Water Resources
Control Board

L-O/BMP

State Water Resources
Control Board

National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Permit for
Construction; Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan

Division of Safety of
Dams

Approval

Protection of water courses
from erosion, sediment, and
pollutant discharge during
construction.
Construct new dams at
College Lake.
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TABLE 2.4 (Continued)
POTENTIAL PERMITS AND APPROVALS
Action Requiring
Permit/Consultation

Alternative
(L-O/BMP)a

Agency/Organization

Permit or Approval

Local
Pipeline construction in
Santa Clara County.

BMP

Santa Clara County
Planning Department

Grading Permit

Pipeline construction in
San Benito County.

BMP

San Benito County
Planning Department

Grading Permit

Construction in Countymaintained roadways.

BMP

San Benito County
Public Works

Encroachment
Permit

Construction and
excavation activities in
Monterey County.

BMP

Monterey County
Planning Department

Construction in Countymaintained roadways.

BMP

Monterey County
Public Works

Grading Permit;
Coastal Development
Permit; Development
Permit (inland areas)
Encroachment
Permit

Construction affecting
Pajaro River levees and
drainage ditches.

BMP

Monterey County
Water Resources
Agency Flood Control

Encroachment
Permit Approval

Construction and
excavation activities in
Santa Cruz County.

L-O/BMP

Santa Cruz County
Planning

Grading Permit; Riparian
Exception; Coastal
Development Permit

Construction in Countymaintained roadways.

L-O/BMP

Santa Cruz County
Public Works

Encroachment
Permit

Cross railroad tracks, parallel
tracks; conduct surveys,
enter the railroad right-of-way.

BMP/L-O

Union Pacific Railroad / License Agreement or
Southern Pacific
Easement; Right of Entry
Railroad

Construction within PG&E
right of way for overhead
electrical wires and potentially
under buried pipelines.

BMP/L-O

PG&E

Encroachment Permit

Construction near or crossing
buried U.S. Sprint
communication lines.

BMP/L-O

U.S. Sprint

Request review of plans and
notification prior to
construction.

Private Industry

________________________
a
b

L-O =Local-Only Alternative; BMP = BMP 2000 Alternative
For the BMP 2000 Alternative, SWRCB would need to authorize a change in the place of use of CVP water
specified in a number of existing Reclamation water rights permits.
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2.6 PROJECT SCHEDULE AND COST
2.6.1 SCHEDULE
PVWMA has initiated compliance with NEPA for those aspects of the alternatives requiring
federal approval or federal funding: use of CVP water, connection to CVP facilities, and water
recycling. Full implementation of either the BMP 2000 Alternative or Local-Only Alternative is
expected within 10 years.

2.6.2 COST
Table 2.5 indicates the estimated costs of the Local-Only and BMP 2000 alternatives. PVWMA is
presently undertaking an evaluation of revenue requirements necessary to finance the BMP project,
described in Chapter 8 (socioeconomics issues section). The projects that have been or are
currently being implemented, Harkins Slough and the Coastal Distribution System, are being
financed based on two components: the water sales or delivery charge, and the PVWMA
augmentation charge. In addition, debt funding will be required to fund all of the capital
expenditures involved with the major project components. Federal and state grants and low-interest
loans will be used to the extent possible. The PVWMA financial strategy will optimize the
different revenue and debt funding sources to minimize the financial impacts on basin residents.
Refer to Chapter 8 for information on project funding.

TABLE 2.5
COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOCAL-ONLY
AND BMP 2000 ALTERNATIVES
Local-Only Alternative

BMP 2000 Alternative

Capital Costs of Facilities

$128 milliona

$162 milliona

Annual Operating and Maintenance Costs

$6.6 millionb

$4.4 million

Total Annualized Cost

$15.9 million

$16.2 million

_________________________
a

b

PVWMA is seeking federal funding pursuant to Title XVI for planning, design, and construction of water recycling
facilities and facilities that would provide blend water. These costs reflect a $20 million credit for Title XVI
funding. PVWMA is also exploring cost-saving opportunities with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the
potential expansion of College Lake.
Land leases are assumed to account for land fallowing. Cost of lease is $1,500 per acre annually and is added to
annual operation and maintenance and capital costs.

SOURCE: RMC Consultants, 2001.
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